KAYAKS

Comes with Everything Needed (Life Jackets, Paddles)

OLD TOWN STANDARD KAYAK
A compact, sporty and easy-to-paddle kayak that can track well and maneuver with ease.

HOBIE MIRAGE SPORT
This stable design can facilitate a variety of activities. Its movable seat can accommodate kayakers of all heights and ability levels.

HOBIE MIRAGE ADVENTURE
Fun, fast and versatile with plenty of options to be used as a kayak or a stable sailing craft.

HOBIE PRO ANGLER
This versatile fishing boat is packed full of must have features that kayak anglers demand.

CANOE
Equipped with a comfortable contoured seat and a removable work deck, rod holder and a bow mounted anchor system, this compact canoe has everything you need to bring in the catch of the day.

STAND UP PADDLE BOARD
A great all around board for performance paddling! Thicker board provides increased stiffness and better overall performance.

MON: 8:00AM - 5:00PM
TUE: Closed
WED: 8:00AM - Noon
THU: 8:00AM - 5:00PM
FRI: 8:00AM - 5:00PM
SAT: 8:00AM - 5:00PM
SUN: 8:00AM - 2:00PM

Last Check In/Out: 1 Hour Before Closing

Closed all Federal Holidays

For more information call: 252-466-4058 or visit our website: CherryPoint.USMC-MCCS.ORG
**INFLATABLES**

Comes with Everything Needed (Blower, Stakes, etc.)

**WATER SLIDE**
- 14’ Ocean Water Slide
- 14’ Palm Water Slide

**TODDLER (4+)**
- Mini Castle
- Mickey Learning Park
- Animal Kingdom
- My Little Farms
- Prince Palace
- Disney Backyard Slide

**STANDARD JUMP**
- Castle
- Sports Car
- Military Truck
- Police Car
- Monster Wheel

**THEME JUMP**
- Disney Cars
- Disney Tinkerbell
- Princess and the Frog
- Disney Little Mermaid
- Disney Princess
- Go Diego Go

**COMBOS**
- Disney Cars
- Diego & Dora
- Finding Nemo
- Toy Story 3
- Disney Fairy
- Dream Castle
- Frozen
- Monsters Inc.

**INTERACTIVE**
- 30’ Obstacle Course
- Boxing Arena
- Double Joust
- Pirate Ship
- 18’ Dry Slide
- 40’ Obstacle Course
- Sticky Wall
- Triple Threat
- Dunk Tank

**HOME & GARDEN**

Lawn Mowers
Weed Eaters
Lawn Edgers
Pressure Washers
Woodchippers
Mini Tiller 16”
Manual Post Hole Digger
Rakes
Hedge Trimmers
Leaf Blowers
Generators
30 Ton Log Splitters
Tiller 24”
Manual Tamper
Shovels

**LADDERS**
- 22’ Extension Ladder
- Little Giants 6-11’ Ladder
- 8’ A-Frame Ladder
- 6’ A-Frame Ladder

**PROPANE REFILLS**
We fill tanks of all sizes (10-100 lb).
We fill camper tanks (attached or not).
The propane tank must be within standards; the tank will be inspected. If found suitable it will be weighed and filled to proper capacity. Tanks with built in gauges will be filled by the gallon.

**COOLERS**
- 5 Gallon Water Cooler
- 10 Gallon Water Cooler
- Yeti Medium
- Yeti Large

**CANOPIES**
- 10x10 (Easy Up)
- 20x20 (Manual)
- 15x15 (Manual)

**TABLES**
- 6’ Rectangle
- 8’ Rectangle
- 6’ Circle
- 6’ Fold in Half
- 5’ Circle

**CHAIRS**
- Non-Padded
- Padded

**TOW BEHIND PIG COOKERS**
- Charcoal
- Ladder Golf
- Ring Toss
- Badminton
- Horseshoe
- Frisbees
- Volleyballs

**PARTY SUPPLIES**

**COOLERS**
- 5 Gallon Water Cooler
- 10 Gallon Water Cooler
- Yeti Medium
- Yeti Large

**CANOPIES**
- 10x10 (Easy Up)
- 20x20 (Manual)
- 15x15 (Manual)

**TABLES**
- 6’ Rectangle
- 8’ Rectangle
- 6’ Circle
- 6’ Fold in Half
- 5’ Circle

**CHAIRS**
- Non-Padded
- Padded

**TOW BEHIND PIG COOKERS**
- Charcoal
- Ladder Golf
- Ring Toss
- Badminton
- Horseshoe
- Frisbees
- Volleyballs

**GAMES**
- Jumbo Jenga
- Corn Hole
- Volleyball Sets
- Tug of War Ropes
- Footballs
- Soccer Balls
- Basket Balls

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 252-466-4058 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE: CHERRYPONT.USMC-MCCS.ORG**